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FOCUSING 
ocusing is probab ly the most 
important part of the whole 

lighting operation. Not even the most 
sophisticated marvel of a 
microprocessor control desk can fill in 
that dark spot where the lights have 
not been properly overlapped. Nor 
can a hard edge be softened or a 
disturbing spill on to a border be 
shuttere d off. Focusing involves tricky 
ladder wo rk so that there is every 
incentive to get 1t right first time -
although, inevitably. it will be necessary 
to get at the odd spotlight between 
rehearsals for a little fine adjustment. 

FAX: 0815682103 

STAGE LIGHTING SECTION4 
A GUIDE TO LIGHTING THE SMALLER SCALE PRODUCTION 

FOCUSING IN 
COMFORT 
If you stand with your back to 
the light that you are focusing, 
( I ) You will avoid being 
blinded (2) You will be able to 
see what the actor's light 1s 
doing to the scenery 

No clear shadow of head, 
therefore head 1s not lit. 

WHAT CAN WE ADJUST? 
ON ALL LIGHTS 
Left/Right & Up/Down 

ON SOFT SPOTS 
Bigger/Smaller 
+ with optional Barndoor 
Rough shaping (& contro l of spill) 

ON PROFILE SPOTS 
Round size by optional Ins 
Shaped size by Shutters 
Texture by optional Gebo 
Beam edge quality by Lens 
+ on Variable Beam Profile Spots 
Size and edge quality by differential movement of two Lenses 
Shape by Shutters 

The most difficult types of light are the basic Profile Spots since 
there 1s an 1nteract1on between shutters (or ins) and lens 
movement. Although adJust1ng the lens 1s principally a means of 
making the edge of the beam harder or softer. 1t will also 
change the size. Therefore 1t 1s usually necessary to adJust 
shutters and lens alternately to get the desired comb1nat1on of 
size and edge quality 
Most profiles have an adjustment whereby the light can be 
adjusted so that 1t 1s either smooth across the whole spread of 
the beam. or 'peaked' to be brighter 1n the middle with the 
amount of light falling off towards the edge. For most purposes 
1t 1s easier to light with an even brightness across the beam and 
so 1t 1s recommended that anyone beginning to work with light 
should use an even beam until through experience they 
discover a need for a 'peaky' beam. 

VARIABLE ANGLE PROFILE SPOT 

FOR LAMPS SEE PAGES 74-77 

Clear shadow of head, 
therefore head 1s lit. 

SOFT SPOT 

BIG/SMALL 

If the lighting designer 1s 
shorter than the actor, make 
an allowance - check by 
ra1s1ng hand. 

FIXED ANGLE PROFILE SPOT 

OPTIONAL IRIS FOR 
ROUND SIZES 
OR 
OPTIONAL GOBO 
FOR TEXTURE 
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UP/DOWN 

SHAPED SIZES 
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HARD/SOFT 
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